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Summary

In markets based on locational marginal pricing, binding transmission constraints cause locational prices to differ. Prices are higher in areas where transmission limits constrain the ability of lower cost generation to meet demand and higher cost generation must be used. Prices are lower in areas where transmission limits constrain the market from using otherwise available lower cost generation. These price differences cause the total amount paid by buyers to exceed the amount paid to suppliers over the entire system. This creates a source of revenue known as congestion rent since it results from higher prices reflecting congestion on transmission constraints.

Most congestion rents are allocated back to transmission ratepayers because they pay for most of the transmission system through the transmission access charge (TAC). The TAC is collected based on each participant’s demand (i.e. load or exports). The TAC is set at a fixed rate ($/MWh) designed to cover the full capital costs and rate of return for transmission assets. Any revenues collected above the level required to cover these transmission costs, such as congestion rent, should therefore be refunded to the TAC ratepayers.

Allocated CRRs are part of a system that distributes congestion rent to load serving entities on behalf of retail ratepayers and to other TAC ratepayers. This paper does not concern the congestion rent allocation or propose any changes to the current CRR allocation process.

Auctioned CRRs, on the other hand, are purely financial instruments that obligate the ISO’s transmission ratepayers to pay entities purchasing these CRRs the difference in day-ahead market prices between two locations. An auctioned CRR is a forward price swap. Payments in the auction are exchanged for payments based on differences in day-ahead market prices.

California ISO transmission ratepayers lost over $680 million in the congestion revenue right (CRR) auction from 2009 through 2017. For every dollar ratepayers paid to entities purchasing CRRs in the auction, ratepayers received only 52 cents in auction revenues. This consistent underpricing of CRRs calls into question a fundamental assumption of the CRR auction design that competition will drive auction prices to equal the CRR’s expected value.

As described in this paper, the CRR auction differs from a competitive market—and other forward financial markets—in several ways. These differences create opportunities for purely financial entities to purchase CRRs at prices systematically lower than the payments that ratepayers are obligated to pay the auction participants. DMM has recommended that the ISO takes steps to eliminate the current framework by which the ISO auctions CRRs, and consider if the ISO should instead play a role in facilitating trading of CRRs or similar price swaps between willing buyers and sellers through a market based only on bids and offers.

Auctioned CRRs are not needed for transmission access or to ship power between nodes. An LMP market is a centrally cleared market. Power is sold or bought through the central market at the market price. Market participants do not ship power from one location to another. The LMP at each location is the appropriate market price for that location. A CRR is not needed to ship power between locations because power is not shipped between locations.

A CRR is not a day-ahead market transmission right. All day-ahead market bidders have access to the transmission system regardless of whether or not they hold a CRR. Instead, an auctioned CRR is simply a
forward contract. This forward contract allows auction participants to hedge financial exposure to—or speculate on—uncertain day-ahead price differences between two locations.

The demand for a financial hedge against day-ahead market locational price differences primarily comes from forward contracts that settle on pre-agreed upon reference power prices in the spot market. This forward contracting takes place outside the ISO markets. A supplier may sell a forward power contract at a location different than its generator’s location. When this occurs, the day-ahead price on which the forward contract settles will be different than the day-ahead price the generator receives for selling power into the day-ahead market. Different settlement locations cause the supplier to face an uncertain day-ahead price difference that will not be hedged by the forward power contract. To hedge this uncertainty, a supplier may be willing to buy a forward contract for the difference between the day-ahead prices at the two locations.

Financial forward contracts on locational price differences can be purchased in the CRR auction. Unlike most other forward contract markets, the CRR auction allows participants to take positions without a counterparty offering to take the opposite position. Market participants can buy forward contracts in the CRR auction without trading with a willing seller. This is because the auction makes the ISO’s transmission ratepayers the counterparty to contracts bought from the CRR auction without being an explicit willing seller.

CRR forward contracts are essentially price swaps offered for sale in the auction at offer prices of $0 by the ISO on behalf transmission ratepayers. To avoid being a counterparty to the forward contracts offered under the current CRR auction design, ratepayers would need to participate in the auction to buy contracts from themselves. This is the opposite of most other forward markets where sellers must willingly offer to enter a forward contract.

While ratepayers may want to buy CRRs to avoid forward contract obligations, they cannot readily buy them. Technical, economic and regulatory hurdles restrict ratepayer participation in the auction. Ratepayers cannot easily avoid being a counterparty to the forward contracts they did not offer to enter. An auction participant can therefore buy a CRR from ratepayers for a price at which ratepayers would not willingly sell.

The CRR auction also differs from other forward markets, and competitive markets generally, in another significant way. Competitive markets trade a well-defined product or property right. For example, a forward contract for a bushel of wheat is defined as a bushel of wheat in both the forward and spot markets. A natural gas forward basis contract between Henry Hub and Chicago is defined as the price difference between Henry Hub and Chicago in both the forward and spot markets. A CRR is not consistently defined between the auction and day-ahead market.

CRRs are auctioned as a bundle of forward contracts on specific transmission constraints. However, CRRs are not settled as the same bundle of forward contracts at day-ahead market prices. Instead, the CRRs are settled at the day-ahead market locational price differences between two locations. A CRR will only be consistently defined if the bundle in the auction is the same as the implied bundle from the day-ahead market price differences. When the transmission models are different in the auction and day-ahead market, the bundles will not be the same. The CRR will be a different product when bought than when settled at day-ahead market prices.

CRRs are unlikely to be consistently defined because the CRR auction relies on a single estimated network model to estimate a series of different hourly day-ahead network models that are ultimately used in the market over the entire settlement month or quarter. This settlement is like allowing auction
participants to purchase premium gasoline at prices for regular gasoline with ratepayers making up the difference. Profit maximizing auction participants would bid to obtain CRRs that the auction models as being of a lower (regular) value but which they anticipate to be a higher value (premium) product.

The peculiarities and complexities of the CRR auction can create opportunities for participants to routinely extract payments from ratepayers. The majority of these payments are from ratepayers to purely financial entities seeking to profit from participation in the auction, rather than suppliers that may be seeking to hedge risks related to day-ahead market schedules.

There is no clear rationale for the ISO to offer forward price swaps. Market participants can freely contract and trade forward price swaps outside the ISO. If the ISO continues to facilitate the trading of forward price swaps, the auction design should be changed so that only willing counterparties will enter forward contract obligations.
1 CRRs are financial forward contracts

Ratepayers pay for and own most congestion rent

Nodal markets are designed to promote efficient use of the scarce transmission system. The transmission system both facilitates and limits the ability to reliably trade energy. The limited transmission available in the day-ahead market constrains the choice of optimal energy schedules. This creates locational price differences which in turn creates congestion rent.¹

Most congestion rents are allocated back to transmission ratepayers because they pay for most of the transmission system through the transmission access charge (TAC).² Ratepayers pay for the capital costs and rate of return on transmission assets through TAC that is imposed on all load schedules. Any revenues that these transmission assets earn in excess of the rate of return included in the TAC should therefore be credited or refunded to transmission the ratepayers.

The ISO currently distributes congestion rent to the TAC ratepayers through an allocation process that includes the CRR allocation process. This allocation process is designed so that congestion rents are refunded back to different groups of transmission ratepayers in approximately the same proportion as these groups pay congestion. This paper does not concern the congestion rent allocation. Instead the focus of this paper is on the CRR auction.

Network models define the transmission right products

As described in the following subsections, auctioned CRRs are not rights to physical transmission, nor are auctioned CRRs even the rights to day-ahead market congestion rents. A CRR is a forward contract that is settled base on the difference in day-ahead market prices between two locations. Although a CRR settles on the day-ahead market congestion price differences, the ISO auctions CRRs as bundles of forward contracts to specific transmission constraints. Using the term congestion rights to refer to CRRs is inaccurate and misleading. In practice, congestions rents collected can be higher or lower than CRR payments, and payment of CRRs is made independent of congestion rents actually collected. Therefore, for the rest of this paper, we refer to CRRs as forward contracts.

The CRR auction clears by maximizing total bid value constrained by the transmission network model. Forward contracts sold in the auction are defined by a network model, which includes specific nodes (locations), transmission constraints and shift factors. A shift factor describes how many forward contracts on a constraint are bought or sold from a one megawatt injection at a specific location. A CRR bids as an injection at a source location balanced by a withdrawal at a sink location. The forward contracts a CRR buys or sells on a particular constraint is the source shift factor minus the sink shift factor multiplied by the cleared CRR megawatts. The auction price for each increment of forward contract for that one constraint is the CRR auction’s shadow price on the constraint.


² Exceptions to this are rights owned by merchant transmission and long-term rights holders. However, these are very minor in the CAISO system.
If a CRR’s net shift factor (source shift factor minus sink shift factor) is positive, the CRR purchases forward contracts for the constraint’s price. If a CRR’s net shift factor is negative, the CRR sells forward contracts. The total forward contracts purchased by participants bidding in the auction do not need to equal the forward contracts sold by participants bidding into the auction. Instead, the forward contracts bought minus the forward contracts sold must be less than the forward contracts made available in the auction through each constraint’s transmission limit.

Equation 1 shows a CRR auction transmission constraint called $k$. Individual CRRs are indexed by $i$.

**Equation 1. CRR market constraints define forward contracts auctioned**

$$\sum_i MW_i^{CRR} (\text{ShiftFactor}_{i,\text{source}}^k - \text{ShiftFactor}_{i,\text{sink}}^k) \leq \text{Limit}^k$$

*Contracts Bought − Contracts Sold ≤ Contracts offered by auction*

Auction participants can buy more forward contracts than are sold by other participants bidding in the CRR auction. More forward contracts can be bought than sold because the ISO makes forward contracts available through its auction’s transmission model. The ISO sells these forward contracts on behalf of transmission ratepayers. The CRR buyers pay ratepayers the auction revenues. The ratepayers then pay the buyers the day-ahead prices for these forward contracts. The ISO offers forward contracts on the ratepayers’ behalf (through the limits on transmission elements in the CRR auction) with zero offer prices.

CRRs are considered *revenue adequate* when revenues from congestion rents are greater than or equal to the payments to CRRs. CRRs will be revenue adequate if the transmission limits and network models (shift factors) are the same in both the auction and day-ahead market. When the auction limits or network models are different, the CRRs may not be revenue adequate.

Revenue adequacy is not a concern in forward markets for other commodities. In forward markets for other commodities buyers and sellers are matched and revenue adequacy is assured. Revenue adequacy does not matter for CRRs either. Revenue adequacy does not matter because the CRR auction actually does match buyers and sellers. Ratepayers will always be the counterparties to contracts not matched between the buyers and willing sellers who bid into the auction.

As discussed in detail in the next three sub-sections, CRRs can be better understood by interpreting CRRs from the perspective of the transactions between the buyers and sellers of CRRs, rather than from the perspective of revenue adequacy. The underlying transactions are the exchange of a fixed payment in the auction for floating payments at the uncertain day-ahead market prices. The transactions that matter to ratepayers are the auction revenues they receive compared to the payments they are obligated to make to CRR holders.

---

3 More precisely, the difference between shift factors has to be the same between all locations.


5 This assumes away default risk, which is different than the revenue adequacy referred to here.
**Accounting for ratepayer gains or losses from CRRs sold in the auction**

The congestion revenue rights balancing account is a settlement mechanism. This settlement mechanism ensures that the final net payments and charges to the day-ahead market and to CRR auction participants are correct. The CRR balancing account processes two underlying transaction types. To understand the actual day-ahead market and CRR auction trades, we should consider the underlying transactions, rather than the net sum of the CRR balancing account.

Figure 1 shows the two transaction types from the ratepayer’s perspective. In the first type of transaction (box A), entities with energy schedules clearing the day-ahead market pay congestion rents. As discussed, transmission ratepayers should receive these congestion rents since they have paid for the transmission system through the TAC. Therefore, the ISO distributes some of the congestion rents to transmission ratepayers by CRRS allocated to load serving entities (box B). Any congestion rents remaining after the allocation process are distributed to participants who pay the TAC based on their pro-rata share of demand schedules, i.e. loads and exports (box C). Load serving entities, who are the largest transmission ratepayers, then pass the congestion rents back to transmission ratepayers.

In the second type of transaction (shown in boxes D and E), CRR auction participants and ratepayers (who do not participate in the auction) trade financial forward contracts through auctioned CRRs. Auction participants pay the forward price (the auction price) to ratepayers (box D). In exchange, ratepayers take on the obligation to pay the spot price (the difference between the source and sink day-ahead market prices) to auction participants (box E). The exchange of forward CRR auction revenues for spot market payments to auctioned CRRs at day-ahead market prices is the ratepayers’ overall net forward contract trade.

**Figure 1. Different transaction types settled through the CRR balancing account**

**Congestion rent transactions**

- **Energy market participants**
  - Congestion rent collected by higher LMPs charged to load versus lower payments for generation (A)
- **Load serving entities paying TAC**
  - Rent distributed to LSEs based on allocated CRRs (B)
  - Remaining rent distributed to LSEs based on pro-rata load share (C)

**CRR auction transactions**

- **Auction participants**
  - CRR auction revenues (D)
  - Payments to auctioned CRRs (E)
If no CRRs were sold at auction, all remaining congestion revenues after payments made to allocated CRRs would be refunded to ratepayers of load serving entities who pay the TAC based on their pro-rata share of demand (box C). Thus, whenever auction revenues are less than payments made by the ISO to CRRs, the difference is a direct loss for transmission ratepayers.

**Congestion revenue rights are not actually rights to congestion rents**

When the CRR auction transmission model and day-ahead market transmission model are the same, we can view a CRR as a forward contract, a point-to-point transmission right, or a right to a share of congestion rent. All three views are financially equivalent.

However, the CRR auction and day-ahead market transmission models are inevitably different. When the models are different, paying CRRs the day-ahead market settlement price is not the same as paying a share of the congestion rent. For example, if 100 MWs of transmission is sold to entities with schedules clearing the day-ahead market, the ISO cannot pay CRRs for rights to 115 megawatts worth of congestion rent. The CRRs clearly do not represent the rights to the congestion rents. Instead, ratepayers receive the congestion rents for the 100 megawatts of transmission sold to day-ahead market schedules (see Transaction 1 in Figure 1). Separately, ratepayers must pay day-ahead market locational price differences to settle the 115 megawatts of CRR forward contracts that the ISO auctioned off on the ratepayers’ behalf (see Transaction 2 in Figure 1).

Even if the transmission models are the same, the CRR contracts sold for a constraint can be greater than the transmission limit because auction participants can sell additional forward contracts. If the constraint limit is 10 MWs and some participants sell an additional 50 MWs of forward contracts through CRR bids, a total of 60 MWs of forward contracts can be purchased by other CRR auction participants. 60 MWs of rights to congestion rent do not exist. The ISO does not arbitrarily decide that a particular 10 MWs of CRRs is rights to congestion while the other 50 are something else. Instead, all 60 MWs are forward contract purchases with 50 MWs sold by parties bidding into the auction and 10 MWs sold on behalf of transmission ratepayers.

**CRR profitability is the relevant measure of CRR auction performance**

CRR revenue inadequacy has traditionally received a lot of attention. Concerns over whether there will be sufficient congestion rent to pay the CRRs are rooted in the prevalent and incorrect view that CRRs are rights to the day-ahead market congestion rent. But once we recognize that CRRs are simply forward contracts, and not rights to congestion rent, it becomes clearer that focusing on revenue inadequacy incorrectly frames the problem as a need for the ISO to make the “correct” amount of forward contracts available in the auction on behalf of ratepayers.

The relevant question for ratepayers is not how total payments to CRRs compare to total day-ahead congestion rent (i.e. it is not a question of revenue adequacy). The relevant question for ratepayers is how the payments ratepayers are obligated to make to auctioned CRR holders compare to the CRR auction revenues ratepayers receive. If ratepayers pay auctioned CRR holders more than the auction revenues ratepayers receive, then ratepayers will lose money on their CRR forward contracts.

---

The auction revenues ratepayers receive depends on how well the CRR auction prices CRRs. A well-functioning competitive auction would price CRRs near their expected value. The CRR auction revenues ratepayers receive would roughly equal the ratepayers’ expected payments to non-LSE CRR holders. The CRRs purchased from ratepayers by non-LSE auction participants would not be highly profitable. If the CRR auction is not a well-functioning competitive market, non-LSE auction participants can consistently profit from ratepayers’ losses without driving up CRR auction prices.
2 CRR auction results

The section provides analysis of the ISO’s CRR auction since 2009. The section also provides a review of analysis and studies that have been performed for other ISO’s. This analysis shows that auction revenues have been systematically much lower than CRR payments made to non-load serving entities. These results are not consistent with a well-functioning competitive market. Data from other ISO’s indicate that these trends occur in other ISO’s as well.

CRRs are auctioned for only half the value of CRR payments

As shown in Figure 2, ratepayers have consistently lost money in the CRR auction each year since the ISO’s LMP market began in 2009. Ratepayers have lost over $680 million from the CRR auction from 2009 through 2017, or an average of $75 million per year. Ratepayers paid over $1.4 billion to non-LSE CRR holders but received only $742 million in auction revenues. For every dollar paid to non-LSE CRR holders, ratepayers received just 52 cents. This represents more than a 90 percent annual rate of return for non-LSE entities purchasing CRRs in the auction. This clearly reflects a systematic bias and distortion in the CRR auction.

As shown in Table 1, most profits from CRRS purchased in the auction go to financial entities that do not operate or schedule physical generation assets in the ISO system – and do not purchase CRRS to hedge power contracts. Since 2009, non-LSEs and non-physical generation entities (financial entities and marketers) received about $598 million in profits from the CRR auction, paying 52 cents per dollar
received – representing a profit of almost 100 percent. Physical generators received $86 in profits paying 45 cents per dollar.

Table 1. CRR auction profits ($ millions) – Physical generators

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Auction Revenues</th>
<th>CRR Payments</th>
<th>Profits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$2</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$0</td>
<td>$1</td>
<td>$1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>($1)</td>
<td>$3</td>
<td>$4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$9</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$14</td>
<td>$31</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$14</td>
<td>$48</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$17</td>
<td>$24</td>
<td>$7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$9</td>
<td>$14</td>
<td>$5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017*</td>
<td>$7</td>
<td>$11</td>
<td>$3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$71</td>
<td>$157</td>
<td>$86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*2017 is year-to-date through October 31.

Table 2. CRR auction profits ($ millions) – Financial traders and marketers (excludes load serving entities and physical generators)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Auction Revenues</th>
<th>CRR Payments</th>
<th>Profits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>$24</td>
<td>$43</td>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$45</td>
<td>$46</td>
<td>$0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$78</td>
<td>$43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$64</td>
<td>$200</td>
<td>$136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$110</td>
<td>$201</td>
<td>$91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$115</td>
<td>$297</td>
<td>$182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$109</td>
<td>$148</td>
<td>$39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$91</td>
<td>$133</td>
<td>$43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017*</td>
<td>$79</td>
<td>$125</td>
<td>$46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$671</td>
<td>$1,269</td>
<td>$598</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*2017 is year-to-date through October 31.
Figure 3 provides a more detailed analysis of how CRRs have been consistently profitable over time for virtually all non-TAC ratepayer (non-LSE) CRR auction participants. Figure 3 shows the distribution of total annual profits and losses for all annual portfolios of CRRs purchased by non-LSEs over the 2009 through Q3 2017 period. These data illustrate that the portfolios of CRRs purchased by different non-LSEs in the auction were systematically profitable and extremely skewed, with very limited risk of potential losses.

Over the 2009 through Q3 2017 period shown in Figure 3, non-LSE portfolios that were profitable were paid about $728 million dollars. Non-LSE portfolios that were not profitable lost only about $50 million. The losses were about 7% the amount of gains. This is not indicative of a well-functioning market. The $677 million difference in profitable versus unprofitable CRR portfolios purchased in the auction was paid from revenue that would otherwise have been refunded to transmission ratepayers to partially offset TAC payments charged to load serving entities.

**Figure 3. Annual profits on auctioned CRRs by entity (excluding LSEs) 2009-Q3, 2017**

Figures 4 through 6 summarizes a more detailed analysis of how systematically profitable portfolios of CRRs purchased in the auction have been for different types on non-LSEs. These figures compare the amount paid by individual participants for portfolios of monthly and seasonal CRRs each quarter to the revenues received for these portfolios. Observations below the 45 degree line are quarterly CRR portfolios that were profitable. Observations above the 45 degree line are quarterly portfolios that were unprofitable.7

---

7 These charts also show CRR portfolio data from Q1 2014 through Q2 2017 calculated on a quarterly basis corresponding to the term of seasonal CRRs (rather than on a monthly basis).
Figure 4. All non-Load serving entities’ quarterly auction revenues versus CRR payments by portfolio (2014-Q2 2017)

Figure 5. Financial entities’ quarterly auction revenues versus CRR payments by portfolio, 2014 to Q2 2017 (axes truncated at $10 million)
Figure 6. Marketers’ quarterly auction revenues versus CRR payments by portfolio (2014 to Q2 2017 - axes truncated at $10 million)

Figure 7. Generators’ quarterly auction revenues versus CRR payments by portfolio, 2014-Q2 2017 (axes truncated at $10 million)
The risk and time value of money associated with CRRS does not explain abnormally high profits

Auction participants may be risk adverse. Risk aversion may cause the CRR auction prices to not equal the expected day-ahead payments. Auction participants may be increasing or decreasing their risk by procuring a CRR. Participants increasing their risk would be willing to pay less than the expected value. Participants decreasing their risk would be willing to pay more than the expected value as an insurance premium. Therefore we cannot presume that risk aversion will decrease or increase auction prices relative to the expected value.

This analysis does not discount the auction revenue and CRR payment flows for the time value of money. However, most of the monthly CRR payments occur less than a month after purchase. Only the payments to annual CRRs in late November and December occur more than a year after the CRRs are purchased. Given the short time periods, discounting the cash flows would not appreciably affect the values. The effects of risk aversion and the time value of money cannot account for pricing CRR’s sold in the auction at only 53 cents for each dollar of congestion payments.

Ratepayers losses occur from CRR/FTR auctions in other ISOs/RTOs

The California ISO is not the only ISO/RTO where transmission ratepayers have been losing money in auctions for Financial Transmission Rights (the term for CRRs in these markets). Data reported by different ISOs/RTOs is not always reported in a manner that clearly shows the impact of these auctions on transmission ratepayers. However, there are clear indications FTR auctions are highly profitable for the auction participants in multiple markets. Based on DMM’s review, auctions clearly result in losses of several hundred millions dollars per year nationwide. A 2017 analysis at Stanford University estimates that losses to ratepayers total about $600 million per year in the countries four main ISOs.

PJM

In the PJM Interconnection (PJM), data reported by PJM’s Independent Market Monitor indicate that transmission ratepayers have lost over $1.18 billion in FTR auctions from 2011 to September 2017. Financial entities have received about $170 million per year in FTR profits (see Table 3). As noted by PJM’s Independent Market Monitor:

In an LMP system, the only way to ensure that load receives the benefits associated with the use of the transmission system to deliver low cost energy is to use FTRs to pay back to load the difference between the total load payments and the total generation revenues, which equals total congestion revenues.

---

8 CRRs in other ISOs/RTOs are also known as financial transmission rights (FTRs), transmission congestion contracts (TCCs), and transmission congestion rights (TCRs).


PJM’s Market Monitor has recommended changes to PJM’s FTR process to ensure all congestion revenues are returned to load serving entities, noting that:

The current ARR/FTR design does not serve as an efficient way to ensure that load receives all the congestion revenues or has the ability to receive the auction revenues associated with all the potential congestion revenues.

In 2016, the Organization of PJM States (OPSI) passed a resolution citing the PJM Market Monitors findings and recommendations calling upon PJM to propose a redesign of the PJM’s FTR market “that will ensure that all congestion revenues are returned to consumers.” 11 As noted in the OPSI resolution, “[c]onsumers pay for all congestion in the system, so anything short of the prospect for realizing a full return of those congestion revenues [to consumers] would indicate a failure in achieving the objective of the ARR/FTR construct.”

Table 3. PJM financial entity FTR auction profits ($ millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Financial Entity Profits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>$126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017*</td>
<td>$34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$1,190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*2017 ytd thru September.

**NYISO**

In 2014 the New York Times reported on the very large FTR auction profits in the New York ISO (NYSO). 12 As explained in the Times article, FTRs were originally designed to help “protect the electricity producers, utilities and industries that need to buy power,” by helping them “hedge against sharp price swings caused by competition as well as the weather, plant failures or equipment problems.” Those lower costs reduce consumers’ bills, “but Wall Street banks and other investors have stepped in, siphoning off much of the money”.

The New York Times article provides valuable insights into the barriers to competition in what it calls a “murky corner” of the energy market.

Like top Wall Street banks, DC Energy [a major financial trader of FTRs] stocks its trading desk with graduates of elite universities. Most have backgrounds in science and engineering — a doctorate in chemical physics from Harvard, for example, or a master’s degree in artificial intelligence from

---


Stanford — rather than in finance. Their job is to develop computer-driven trading models to predict what will happen to electricity prices in different parts of the nation.

As explained in the New York Times:

... in places like upstate New York or Long Island, the market is so small, and the participants for certain contracts so few, that knowledgeable traders can collect rich rewards. Frank A. Wolak, an economics professor at Stanford who studies commodities, said the congestion markets created perverse incentives because profits rise when grid congestion becomes worse. “If traders are making money, then consumers are paying more,” Mr. Wolak said. “The money that these guys are making has to come from somewhere.”

A recent research paper from Stanford University estimates that that in the New York ISO non-retail (non-LSE) entities received FTR profits totaling $938 million over the 1999-2016 period, almost $60 million per year. As noted in this research:

... these derivatives have proven controversial because financial traders have consistently earned trading profits of $600m a year from holding these derivatives across the four largest U.S. electricity markets. These products are typically issued via regular auctions, with payouts of the issued derivatives funded by ratepayers, who in turn receive the auction revenues ... financial traders typically purchase many derivatives in small quantities between locations that physical firms do not tend to buy. Financial traders earn profits when they are the first to buy a previously illiquid product, where they effectively receive a transfer from ratepayers for this service.

MISO

In the Midcontinent ISO (MISO) for the 2010-2011 through 2016-2017 planning periods, on average only about 80% of the day-ahead market congestion rent was received by transmission ratepayers. As explained in earlier DMM reports, this implies that transmission ratepayer losses in the FTR auction were equal to about 20% of day-ahead congestion rents for the period. Day-ahead congestion rent averaged about $790 million from 2011 through 2016. This data indicates that transmission ratepayers in MISO have consistently suffered large losses from the FTR auctions, between $100 million and $200 million per year.

---


14 Ibid, p.1


Table 4 shows the percent of day-ahead market congestion rent received by MISO ratepayers across the planning years since 2010. Table 4 also shows the annual day-ahead congestion rent by calendar year. We estimate losses to ratepayers from the auction multiplying the percentage of day-ahead congestion rent that was not returned to ratepayers each year by the reported congestion rent for that year.

The planning period and calendar years used by the MISO are not align. Therefore, the range of auction losses is estimated first by multiplying the percentage of day-ahead congestion rent that was not returned to ratepayers by the congestion rent where the start year of the planning period and calendar year are the same. We also estimated auction losses based on congestion rents where the end year of planning period and calendar year are the same. These two approaches indicate a range of losses to MISO transmission ratepayers from FTRs sold in the auction of $165 million to $207 million.

Table 4. MISO percent of day-ahead market congestion rent received by ratepayers and estimated potential range of ratepayer FTR auction losses ($ millions)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Planning Period</th>
<th>Percent of DAM Rent Returned</th>
<th>Calendar Year</th>
<th>Annual DAM Rent</th>
<th>Estimated Auction Losses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06/10 - 05/11</td>
<td>72%</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>$498</td>
<td>$139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/11 - 05/12</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>$503</td>
<td>$126 $141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/12 - 05/13</td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>$778</td>
<td>$163 $194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/13 - 05/14</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>$842</td>
<td>$303 $177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/14 - 05/15</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>$1,444</td>
<td>$159 $520</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/15 - 05/16</td>
<td>83%</td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>$751</td>
<td>$128 $83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>06/16 - 04/17</td>
<td>81%</td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>$737</td>
<td>$140 $125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>78%</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>$793</strong></td>
<td><strong>$165 $207</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Market barriers and flaws in CRR auction design

This section explains several factors that are likely to help explain the very poor performance of the CRR auction from the perspective of ratepayers. These include:

- CRRs are not consistently defined products in both the auction and day-ahead market.
- CRR auction participants can profit from better information on difference in the way CRRs are defined in the auction versus the day-ahead market – without increasing efficiency or adding any value to ratepayers or other market participants.
- Ratepayers face significant limitations to bidding in auctions
- Buyers do not have an incentive to bid auctioned CRRs up to their expected value

These represent fundamental flaws that cannot be eliminated under the current market design. The last section of this paper discusses how these flaws could be addressed through a voluntary market for price swaps between willing buyers and sellers. However, this option should only be pursued if policymakers believe that the benefits of facilitating price swaps warrant or require intervention by the ISO, rather than allowing price swaps to occur through private mechanisms as occurs with other commodities.

CRRs are not consistently defined products in both the auction and day-ahead market.

In the monthly CRR auction, the ISO uses a transmission model developed at least several weeks, and as much as a month, prior to the relevant day-ahead market hour. The ISO conducts the seasonal CRR auctions at the end of the year prior to the settlement year. Many outages “…cannot be known until real-time operations…” and these outages can “…change the system configuration and result in different shift factors…” than used in the auction. Different limits and network configurations are possible and likely. “Therefore, it might be that the assignment [of CRRs] is not, in all circumstances and under all conditions, actually feasible.”

When CRRs are auctioned based on a network model that is not feasible given the model actually used in the day-ahead market, this can cause revenue inadequacy. However, the use of different network models in the CRR auction and day-ahead market creates a more basic issue than revenue inadequacy. Different models mean the CRR product is defined differently in the CRR auction than in the day-ahead market. A CRR holder buys a specific bundle of forward contracts in the auction. But the CRR holder can be paid the day-ahead prices for a different bundle of forward contracts. The product purchased in the CRR auction is not the same product settled in the day-ahead market. Because the day-ahead market network model is not and cannot be known when the auction is run, it is uncertain what transmission constraint prices the CRR will settle on in the day-ahead market.

Consider a case where the ISO introduces a completely new constraint (Constraint A) into the day-ahead market. When Constraint A is binding in the day-ahead market, it increases payments to a CRR. When

---

the ISO pays the CRR holder for the entire difference in day-ahead market congestion prices between the source and sink nodes, the ISO pays the CRR holder for a forward contract to the Constraint A which was not even modeled in the auction. The CRR holder is paid for this forward contract even though a forward contract to Constraint A was not purchased, or even offered, in the auction.

Under this scenario the ISO does not explicitly offer a forward contract for Constraint A in the auction, yet a forward contract for congestion on Constraint A is actually available. The CRR will be settled on the entire day-ahead market source-sink price difference, which includes the day-ahead market transmission price for Constraint A. This CRR is a different bundle of forward contracts in the auction than it is in the day-ahead market. At the time the CRR auction is held, it is not clear what constraints will be enforced in the day-ahead market. Therefore, it is not clear what forward transmission right contracts are actually available in the CRR auction.

Similar problems occur when the ISO models a constraint differently between the CRR auction and day-ahead market. Consider a 100 megawatt CRR whose source and sink locations both have .10 shift factors to another transmission constraint (Constraint B). The holder of this CRR would purchase zero net megawatts of forward contracts to Constraint B. If in the day-ahead market model the sink shift factor to Constraint changes to 0.05, while the source shift factor remains .10, the CRR holder would be paid for 5 megawatts of forward contracts to Constraint B at the day-ahead market price. Again the CRR holder never purchased forward contract for Constraint B. Different transmission models, as defined by different shift factors in the CRR model and day-ahead market model, can create the same or similar problems as non-modeled constraints.

**CRR auction participants profit from better information on modeling differences without adding any efficiency or value to the market**

Paying auctioned CRRs based on the full day-ahead market congestion price differences between the source and sink nodes is like allowing buyers to purchase regular gasoline now to sell at premium prices later. The network model in the auction is public information to the CRR auction participants. Auction participants can compare the public CRR auction model to their private estimates of the multiple network models over the month or season in which the auctioned CRRs will settle. An auction participant may find CRRs modeled in the auction as lower value, “regular,” that the participant models as higher value, “premium.” Profit maximizing participants will bid to obtain CRRs modeled in the auction as regular but which they anticipate to be premium.

Similar use of superior private information to bid into auctions has been studied in construction contract, government procurement, timber, and online advertisement auctions. These studies show that the use of superior private information in auctions with inconsistently defined products can result in decreased auction revenues relative to the value of the product actually being auctioned.

---

20 As examples see:


21 For procurement auctions it can result in increased payments to the auction participant relative to the value of the product or service procured.
A simple example CRR auction illustrates how a CRR auction participant can profit from having better estimates of the actual day-ahead market shift factors. The example auction has one constraint (Constraint X) with a 10 MW limit. Table 4 shows the auction bids, auction shift factors, actual day-ahead shift factors and actual day-ahead shadow value for Constraint X. Two auction participants (Company Y and Company Z) expect a $30/MW shadow value for Constraint X which equals the actual day-ahead market shadow price.

Table 5. Example of CRR auction with shift factors different than day-ahead market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bidder</th>
<th>CRR Name</th>
<th>CRR Bid</th>
<th>Cleared CRR MW</th>
<th>Net Shift Factor</th>
<th>Bid Price Per MW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company Y</td>
<td>A-C</td>
<td>$3.00</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company Z</td>
<td>B-C</td>
<td>$3.10</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Company Y does not have better estimates of the day-ahead shift factors than the auction. Company Y wants a CRR between locations A and C, and bids the expected price difference between A and C of $3.00/MW. This equals the $30/MW value of the forward contract for Constraint X.

Company Z has better estimates of the day-ahead market shift factors. Company Z expects the actual day-ahead market net shift factor difference between locations B and C will be .15 and not the .10 modeled in the auction. Company Z bids $3.10/MW for CRRs between B and C. Company’s bid appears to be $31/MW for forward contracts on Constraint X in the auction. Because $31/MW is greater than $30/MW Company Z is awarded all 10 MW of forward contracts on Constraint X (100 CRR MWs multiplied by the .10 shift factor). Company B pays ratepayers $310 in auction revenues (10 MWs multiplied by $31/MW).

But Company Z did not actually buy 10 MW of forward contracts on Constraint X. Because the actual net shift factor is .15, Company Z really bought 15 MW of forward contracts on Constraint X. Company Z’s CRR is not a “regular” CRR with a 10 MW forward contract. Company Z’s CRR is a “premium” CRR with a 15 MW forward contract. Ratepayers pay Company Z $450 in the day-ahead market (15 MW multiplied by the $30/MW day-ahead shadow value for Constraint X). Company Z’s profits are $140 ($450 minus $310). Ratepayers lose $140 because they received $310 in auction revenues but paid Company Z $450 when settling the forward contract.

Company Z actually bids only $20.67/MW of Constraint X forward contracts ($310 divided by 15 MW). Company Z’s bid appears to be $31/MW because the auction used the wrong shift factors and it appeared Company Z was only buying 10 MW. But Company Y is actually the highest bidder. Company Y’s $30/MW bid is higher than Company Z’s $20.67/MW bid. If the correct net shift factor for Constraint X had been used, Company Y would have won all the Constraint X forward contracts in the auction. Because the CRR auction uses different shift factors than the day-ahead market, the actual highest bidder does not win the forward transmission right contracts in this example CRR auction.
Ratepayers face significant limitations to bidding in auctions

The ISO determines the initial set of CRR forward contracts that ratepayers must offer at a $0 reservation price through the transmission limits set by the ISO in the CRR auction. If ratepayers wanted to auction off less CRR forward contracts than the quantity implied by the auction’s transmission limits, ratepayers would have to bid into the CRR auction to buy the forward contracts. Ratepayers could in theory set reserve prices for the CRR forward contracts. They could set reserve prices by submitting price sensitive demand bids to buy CRRs. However, ratepayers face significant limitations to transacting in the CRR auction.

The costs for individual ratepayers to enter the auction obviously outweigh the benefits. Load serving entities therefore participate in ISO markets on the ratepayers’ behalf. But load serving entities do not have a direct monetary incentive to manage the ratepayers’ CRR forward contracts in the auction. One reason for this is that load serving entities directly pass through to ratepayers any profits or losses from these CRRs that are passively auctioned off by the ISO on the ratepayers’ behalf.

Load serving entities also face regulatory hurdles from managing these CRR forward contracts. For example, see the procurement plan passage below:

As the Commission determined in Resolutions E-4135 and E-4122, [The LSE] uses CRRs and LT-CRRs to hedge against congestion costs (expected and anticipated). [The LSE] does not use CRRs and LT-CRRs for financial speculation.22

The above passage reflects the prevalent misunderstanding of the current CRR auction design. Under the current CRR auction design, if load serving entities do not participate in the auction at all, ratepayers will be engaging in risky financial speculation. This is because running a CRR auction with non-zero transmission limits forces ratepayers to offer to sell risky CRR forward contracts at a $0 reservation price.

Regulations such as those cited in the passage above result in load serving entities not being able to purchase CRR forward contracts at auction. As a result, load serving entities cannot use explicit CRR purchases to help ratepayers avoid being forced to sell risky CRR forward contracts. Load serving entities can only bid for CRR forward contracts if they expect to use these CRR contracts to offset specific expected congestion costs as approved by the utility commission. Load serving entity procurement plans contain similar passages for all three investor owned load serving entities in the ISO.23

To purchase or set reserve prices on the CRR forward contracts offered by the ISO at $0 reservation prices, load serving entities would also need to determine what CRR forward contracts are actually being offered. As previously described, because CRRs are inconsistently defined products between the auction and day-ahead markets, LSEs cannot easily determine the set of CRR forward contracts being offered in the CRR auction. Load serving entities would likely find it difficult to purchase or set reserve prices on the CRR forward contracts if they do not know what forward contracts are actually available.

---


Financial entities cannot be relied upon to bid auctioned CRRs up to their expected value

Ratepayers face significant economic, regulatory and technical hurdles restricting them from effectively bidding in the CRR auction. Therefore, ratepayers cannot effectively raise the reservation prices of CRR forward contracts auctioned by the ISO from zero up to ratepayers’ willingness to sell.

However, CRR buyers competing for profitable CRRs might bid up the CRR prices. Because ratepayers are paid the auction revenue, they would receive the value of higher priced CRRs. If these CRR buyers compete by non-price methods, or transaction costs lower the buyers’ willingness to pay, the auction prices they pay to ratepayers for the CRR forward contracts may not rise to expected CRR values.

Non-price competition for CRRs is any action to obtain profitable CRRs other than raising the prices paid for CRRs. For example, by creating better transmission modeling and forecasting tools CRR buyers can find CRRs that are undervalued or modeled differently in the CRR auction than in the day-ahead market.

Further, CRR auction participation is a complex undertaking:

“...a typical FTR [a.k.a. CRR] desk has to deal not only with standard roles of trading financial products, but also the technical ones of power analytics. Building and operating a successful FTR business is a complex enterprise, with multiple factors to consider. Additionally, the still exotic nature of the product makes standard solutions from the trading industry difficult to use.”

To trade in the complex CRR auction many CRR buyers employ PhDs in electrical engineering. The complexity of CRR trading indicates that transaction costs are high. Transaction costs are the costs, other than actual CRR prices, of transacting in the CRR auction. Transaction costs are not only faced by the actual buyers in the auction but also potential buyers who did not enter the auction. Potential transaction costs for CRR auction participation may include:

- Obtaining technical knowledge of power flow analysis, finance, and CRR markets
- Obtaining knowledge specific to the ISO transmission system, outages, and operations
- Collateral requirements limiting total trades
- Company risk management policies, particularly for companies whose main business is not CRRs
- Time and effort spent searching for modeling differences
- Opportunity cost of participating in other markets

CRR auction prices will likely fall as non-price competition and transaction costs increase. CRR buyers can also take advantage of having better and more flexible models of the day-ahead market models than the single model used in the CRR auction. With better models and better information, buyers can bid for CRRs they believe to be high value but which are modeled in the auction as low value. This is described in Section 4 above.

Any one of these or other factors may be preventing buyers from bidding CRR auction prices up to their expected value. The non-ratepayer CRR profits from CRRs are clearly large and consistent. Returns of over 100 percent are not consistent with a competitive auction.

---


25 Market participants must hold collateral for each megawatt of CRRs held as shown in Business Practice Manual for Congestion Revenue Rights Appendix H. Credit Requirement at: https://bpmcm.caiso.com/Pages/BPMDetails.aspx?BPM=Congestion%20Revenue%20Rights
4 Alternatives to the CRR auction

The ISO’s day-ahead market is a centrally cleared market. In a centrally cleared market, power is not traded directly between market participants. It is sold to the market at the market price. Similarly power is bought from the market at the market price. The market price at any location is the locational marginal price. It follows that power is not shipped from one location to another. A CRR is not needed in order to have the ability or right to ship power between locations or for transmission access.

The demand for a hedge against locational price difference primarily comes from forward contracting on power prices. Suppliers, load serving entities marketers and financial entities trade these forward power contracts outside the ISO markets. A supplier may sell a forward power contact at a location different than the locations of any generation assets it controls. When this happens, the day-ahead settlement prices for the forward power contract and the generator’s energy schedule will be different. The supplier will face an uncertain day-ahead price difference not hedged by the forward power contract. A supplier may be willing to buy a forward contract for the day-ahead price difference to hedge this uncertainty.

One alternative to auctioned CRRs would simply be a bilateral or exchange market for forward contracts for price differences between pairs of nodes. Forward contracts for price differences already exist in many markets today. They are called locational basis price swaps. A swap contract is relatively straight forward. The buyer of the swap pays the seller a price in the forward market. In return, the seller of the swap pays the buyer the spot price difference between two locations. Oren, Spiller, Varaiya and Wu detailed how pairs of forward contracts -- one contract at the “source” location and one at the “sink” location -- could be bought and sold to create a hedge on locational price differences with the same effect as a locational basis price swap.

Price swaps could be traded between willing counterparties either through an exchange or bi-laterally. Generators with forward power contracts at locations different than their generation assets would naturally benefit from decreased price differences between their power contract location and their generator location. The generators would be natural buyers of a locational basis price swaps.

Load serving entities with forward power contracts --and who own the day-ahead congestion rents-- would benefit from increased price differences between the power contract location and the generator location. Thus, a load serving entities could be a natural seller of a locational basis price swap. The same parties that benefit from trading forward power contracts could also benefit from trading forward contracts for price differences. Unlike a CRR forward contract, a price swap would be consistently defined in the forward market and day-ahead market. The buyer of the price swap purchases the right to be paid the day-ahead price difference between two locations by the seller. In the day-ahead market, the price swap seller pays the buyer this price difference. This is in contrast to a CRR which can be an inconsistently defined product because it can be a different bundle of forward contracts in the CRR auction than in the day-ahead market.

In a separate paper, DMM outlines several potential contract structures that can allow energy suppliers to hedge basis risk between the supplier location and trade hub reference prices using simple price swaps. Trade hubs give market participants a common reference price to settle forward contracts against and can increase the total potential trading partners available to energy suppliers and load
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serving entities. Simple price swaps can be used to allow suppliers to hedge basis risk while contracting at trade hubs.\textsuperscript{26}

There is no clear rationale for the ISO to offer forward price swaps. However, policy makers may determine that there are benefits to having the ISO provide a market for price swaps. Financial swap exchange markets external to the ISO or facilitated by the ISO would result in markets connecting willing buyers and sellers. Alternative markets should produce prices reflecting participants’ willingness to trade. This is in contrast to the current CRR auction – which allows entities to buy forward contracts from ratepayers even though these ratepayers (or their load serving entities) have not offered to sell such contracts into the auction. A market based only on trades between willing participants would also greatly reduce the potential for large wealth transfers from ratepayers to other participants. With these alternative markets any generator, marketer, financial entity, or load-serving entity could buy or sell forward contacts to hedge or speculate on locational price differences.

\textsuperscript{26} Department of Market Monitoring “Market alternatives to the congestion revenue right auction” November 27, 2017: http://www.caiso.com/Documents/Market_Alternatives_CongestionRevenueRightsAuction-Nov27_2017.pdf